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Section One: Vocabulary
Read each statement below carefully and fill in the blank(s) with the best
answer (1, 2, 3 and 4)
1.

………. species are animals that are likely to become extinct in the near future.
1) Abandoned

2.

2) consequence

3) transition

4) supplement

2) fasten

3) connect

4) attach

2) distinguishing

3) broad

4) individual

2) confusion

3) understanding

4) decision

Theories are important, but we must have ………. evidence to support them.
1) empirical

8.

4) insert

The ………. behind Jim's statement is absolutely faulty.
1) logic

7.

3) maximize

One of the problems teachers face is that each student has his or her own …. needs.
1) fantastic

6.

2) shrink

Besides, you have to …. two color passport photographs to your application form.
1) fix

5.

4) Discarded

The present document is a ………. to the main report.
1) reinforcement

4.

3) Endangered

To write a summary, try to ………. the main ideas into a few short sentences.
1) condense

3.

2) Certified

2) realistic

3) sensible

4) erroneous

Some students failed the final exam because they completely ………. the instructions
on the exam paper.
1) recalled

9.

4) ignored

2) instruct

3) facilitate

4) educate

At the end of his talk, the lecturer concluded with a …. review of the main points.
1) formal

11.

3) assigned

Many universities have centers to ……. language learning for international students.
1) impede

10.

2) regarded

2) brief

3) strict

4) subjective

John and Jim had ………. experiences growing up although they came from completely
different backgrounds.
1) varied

12.

2) similar

3) assorted

4) superficial

The meaning of a word is determined by the ………. where it is used.
1) perception

2) context

3) perspective

4) viewpoint
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It is difficult to ………. all these numbers and figures without knowing how they were
obtained.
1) imagine

14.

2) mention

3) interpret

4) declare

Because of the customers' dissatisfactions last year, the company is trying to improve
its ……….
1) image

15.

3) prohibit

4) compensate

2) significantly

3) expansively

4) legitimately

2) estimate

3) eliminate

4) maximize

2) position

3) documentary

4) intention

2) persistently

3) remarkably

4) respectfully

2) modest

3) prestigious

4) skilled

2) confidence

3) penetration

4) frustration

Teachers should also try to ………. their students toward scientific topics.
1) instruct

25.

2) dominate

Literature offers an escape from the ………. of the real world.
1) satisfaction

24.

4) potential

Technological innovation has led to an increasing demand for ………. workers.
1) practical

23.

3) scarce

After she spent two years in England, her English improved ……….
1) purposefully

22.

2) insufficient

The ………. offers an insight into the everyday lives of ordinary citizens.
1) trait

21.

4) explicitly

My professor did not feel the need to ………. my research topic.
1) alter

20.

3) bitterly

The store on the comer sold this same computer for a (n) ………. lower price.
1) extensively

19.

2) thoroughly

We all have to work hard to ………. the loss.
1) take over

18.

4) failure

It is believed that the factory poses a (n) ………. threat to the environment.
1) dormant

17.

3) style

Mr. Irani always says that he has ………. enjoyed the EPT program here.
1) magnificently

16.

2) picture

2) orientate

3) illuminate

4) magnify

Due to ………. power cuts last night, I missed a part of the movie on TV.
1) repeated

2) abundant

3) moderate

4) sensible
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